SHERLOCKED
Among Us ft. Money Heist
Present day,
Location : King’s Circle.
Time : 11:11 pm

*Phone ringing*
Professor : “Yes?”
Berlin : “We have to go for Plan B, Our positions have been compromised. Denver touched
some-- --jec--. We-- he was-- -- follow-- my or--”
Professor : “Berlin? Repeat? BERLIN?” [Knocks the phone over]
*Phone disconnects*

Introduction
The story jumps to the beginning of a multi-day assault on VJTI, one of the oldest engineering
colleges in Asia. After the Professor's team finds themselves in a compromising position, The
Professor who heads the heist from an external location sought the help of 2 big guns
(Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson) to help the Professor and his team to successfully
carry out the heist. But a plot twist awaits. (There is an imposter among us)
You, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson will make sure to help the Professor in every
possible way, and discover what happened to the Professor’s team.

Guidelines
● This event must have two players- “Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
John Watson.”
● There will be THREE Acts in this event. Players have to successfully complete all the 3
Acts in order to win the event.
● Required skills:
○ Good logic,
○ Puzzle solving skills,
○ time management and
○ Cryptography skills.
● The event will be conducted online, so an active internet connection will be required.
● In case of a tiebreaker, timestamps will be compared.
● Hints will be provided for each riddle if asked. A penalty of time or points will be
recorded for the same.
● Further details or explanations will be disclosed on the spot.
● Any violation of rules will lead to disqualification.
● Certificates will be provided for winners and participants as well.

Prizes worth ₹ 9,500 up for grabs.

ACT 1: “Trojan Horse”
“Caballo de Troya”

The Professor plans to send Sherlock Holmes & Dr. John Watson into VJTI, and
shares all the details about VJTI’s security. The task of participants as Sherlock and
Watson is to find a way inside VJTI and team up with the Professor’s team.
Participants will have plans of VJTI’s security in the form of Puzzles/Riddles. To
enter VJTI they have to solve this Riddle. Participants can ask for hints which will
deduct some points or add a time penalty. Submission timestamps will be recorded by
the organizers.
- Time: 20 mins
- In case of a Tie, the timestamps of submissions will be compared.
- Points will not be carried forward to the next round.

ACT 2: “Against the clock”
"A contrarreloj"
After infiltrating VJTI and teaming up with everyone, Sherlock Holmes & Dr John Watson
are astonished by a sudden twist.
In this Act, you have to race against time and help the Professor’s team to solve a Cryptic
algorithm and steal the forbidden artifact before the Imposter among you kills everyone. One
wrong move and the whole operation will turn into a disaster. What is the artifact? Why is it
forbidden? Figure everything out.
- Time: 20 mins
- In case of a Tie, the timestamps of submissions will be compared.
- Points will not be carried forward to the next round.

ACT 3: "Bye Beautiful"
"Bella ciao"
The police, led by VJTI’s head security, launch an attack to liberate the hostages and
capture the robbers including Sherlock Holmes & Dr. John Watson, but a
sudden twist awaits, there is an imposter among us. The robbers rush to escape with the
stolen artifact before the Imposter among you kills everyone. This is the final act where
teams in the final try to escape together. “Tienes lo que se necesita”
This is the final round so there will be no fixed time until a winner is declared.

Contact Us
For further enquiries, you can contact:
Pranay Patil – 7710998271
Manish Mahadik - 9870531757

